We discuss gravitational magnetic bags, i.e., clusters of large numbers of monopoles in the presence of gravitational effects. Physics depends on the dimensionless ratio between the vev of the Higgs field at infinity and the Planck mass. We solve the equations for the gravitational bags, and study the transition from monopole to black hole. The critical coupling for this transition is v cr = √ π/(4 √ G), and it is larger than that of a single 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole. We investigate the black hole limit in detail.
Introduction
Magnetic monopoles coupled to gravity have been the subject of constant developments over the last few decades. Most of the work has been focused on a single 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole and the transition from regular space-time to a black hole with the horizon. In this paper we will study the case of a large number of monopoles. When n is large, and the monopoles are sufficiently close to each other, the solution can be approximated by a magnetic bag [1] (see [3, 2] for related developments). Magnetic bags are a closed surface, with a generic shape but constrained size, inside which the Higgs field is essentially zero, and outside which there are two free fields: the Abelian magnetic field and the massless scalar Higgs field. We are interested in finding equations and solutions for the magnetic bag coupled to gravity.
The theory we consider is Einstein-Yang-Mills-Higgs (EYMH), SU(2) Yang-Mills plus one Higgs adjoint field coupled to gravity:
We work in the units = c = 1 and G = M
−2
Pl and restrict to the vanishing potential V (φ) = 0. We also set the coupling g = 1 for simplicity, since it does not enter in the relation between monopoles and black holes. We call v the value of φ at infinity. The dimensionless coupling
is the ratio between the Higgs vev and the Planck mass, and determines how much gravity is relevant in the monopole solution. For small α, the gravitational backreaction is negligible; for higher α it is instead important. At a certain critical value α cr the monopole becomes so heavy and concentrated that it deforms the space-time around into a black hole. There are at least three good reasons to consider gravity and large-n monopoles together:
• It simplifies the computations. The gravitational bag is simpler than the gravitating 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole, and more can be extracted from the solutions. We will use very simple numerics, and no shooting of parameters is required.
• There is binding energy between monopoles at finite α. So it is natural for them to form stable agglomerates.
• The transition to black holes happens in the region where gravity is semiclassical. For a single monopole this couldbe achieved only by sending the coupling constant g to zero. For large-n monopoles this is not necessary.
The paper is divided into three main sections. In Section 2 we review the magnetic bags, and discuss the low-energy dynamics. In Section 3 we discuss the gravitating magnetic bags. Here we find an easy way to solve the differential equations numerically. Much information can be extracted from the solutions. We also investigate in detail the black hole limit and how the various parameters behave near the critical coupling. In Section 4 we conclude by discussing some open problems.
Monopole Bags
In this section we consider the case without gravitational effects (α → 0). The basic idea behind magnetic bags [1] goes as follows. Consider the cluster of n monopoles with n ≫ 1. We consider the monopoles very close to each other (in a way that will be quantified later), so that their effect at a large distance is just that due to a source for the massless fields.
The boundary condition is φ a = vδ 3a , and so the massless scalar fields are just a U(1) gauge A 3 µ and the massless Higgs field φ 3 . The monopole is specified by a homotopic map from the sphere S 2 at spatial infinity the sphere S 2 of the vacuum manifold. We consider here a gauge in which this winding numbers disappear, apart from leaving a Dirac string somewhere.
Since the electromagnetic field is free outside the bag (charged W µ bosons have mass much higher than the scale we are considering now), we can introduce a magnetic potential ϕ so that the magnetic field is the gradient of it, B = ∇ϕ. Maxwell equations are then satisfied if ϕ is a harmonic function △ϕ = 0. The Higgs field φ is also free and obeys the Laplace equation △φ = 0. The non-trivial information is encoded in the boundary conditions at r → ∞ and on the bag surface.
Let's work out the simplest bag, a sphere of radius R. 1 Outside the sphere there are two scalar fields, the Higgs field φ and the magnetic scalar potential ϕ. Both fields are harmonic (they satisfy the Laplace equation), but with different boundary conditions. φ has value 0 on the bag surface and v at infinity (Dirichlet boundary conditions); ϕ has Newman boundary conditions for the zero mode, since the total magnetic flux 4πr 2 ∂ r ϕ must remain constant and equal to 4πn. Is like solving the 1 It is known that spherical symmetric monopoles do not exist for n higher than 1 2 . But for us spherical symmetry is achieved as an average in the limit of large numbers of monopoles (see [3] ). In other words, spherical symmetry is always broken by 1/n corrections.
electrostatic problem for a conductor, first at fixed potential and then at fixed charge. Their solution, as a function of R, is then
The radius of the bag R is fixed at the end by the energy, or mass, minimization:
which gives as a result the radius R and the mass of the monopole bag
Since the fields B and φ outside the bag already saturate the Bogomolny bound, we must conclude that the interior has no energy at all and the Higgs field vanishes. This effect is similar to what happens for vortices [14] . For the monopole wall there is a very similar effect of the flattening of the Higgs field on one side of the wall [2] .
The spherical shape is not the only one possible. In fact, every shape can lead to a magnetic bag with the same mass, the only constraint is on its size. Let's prove that. Take a center point (0, 0, 0), and a generic shape S λ where λ is a scaling parameter from the center. We want to show that in this sequence there is one and only one bag that saturates the Bogomolny bound, and thus has the same mass of the spherical bag. Given a surface S λ , we need to solve the Laplace equation for φ and ϕ with the boundary condition φ S = 0, φ ∞ = v and ϕ S = const,
Whatever the shape, is easy to see that the contribution of φ to the mass scales like λ −1 while the contribution of ϕ scales like λ. We have the mass
where the condition out S λ means that the integral is restricted only to the portion of space outside the bag. In the last line we have performed the Bogomolny decomposition. The remaining term is ∇ϕ ∇φ = ∇(φ ∇ϕ) and can be evaluated as a surface integral at infinity r→∞ φ ∇ϕ · ds = 4πnv and its value does not depend on λ. A minimum of the mass is thus achieved for a certain value λ * when the Bogomolny equation ∇ϕ = ∇φ is satisfied, which is equivalent to φ = v + ϕ. The scaling (7) ensures that such a λ * exists and is unique. And thus the bag S λ * also saturates the Bogomolny bound.
For axial symmetric elliptical shapes we can solve the problem. We take an elliptic bag defined by the equation
For any given ratio a : b : c, there is a unique overall size that satisfies the bag requirements. The solution of the Laplace outside the ellipse is known (see [19] or [18] for the detailed formulae) The condition to impose is that the potential is ϕ 0 = −v on the bag surface. For axial symmetric ellipses with a = b we have the following constraint:
These equations define a continuous one-parameter family of magnetic bags. For every c there is a related a = b uniquely defined by the parameters n and v. The spherical bag with radius n/v belongs to this family. Another surface is the magnetic disk of radius a = b = πn/(2v) and c = 0. We used the exact solution for generic n axially [15] symmetric monopoles and verify that in the large-n limit they approach the magnetic disc [1] . In [3] , the authors showed that a bag does not uniquely specify a configuration in the monopole moduli space. For example if we take single monopoles far apart, and we make them come close to each other gradually (Fig. 1) , the bag surface is created when their mutual distance reaches the bag scale. Clearly we can still move the zeros of the Higgs field inside the bag, without changing its shape. But any motion of the zeros that does not change the bag surface is completely detached from the energy.
For example we can ask what is the effective metric that a probe monopole monopole feels in the background of a large bag. We want to consider the moduli of the bag as fixed, and just compute the metric on the four coordinates of the monopole. We are not thinking about the gravitational metric but the one of the moduli space. The kinetic term is proportional to the Higgs vev and thus decreases as the monopole becomes closer to the bag. In some sense this is the opposite limit of the one considered in [16, 17] where the metric of the moduli space for distant monopoles was studied.
Even without gravity effects (α → 0), we find some properties of magnetic bags that are reminiscent of black holes. First of all, note that the radius of the bag scales like n. This is certainly not typical of compact objects, where the radius scales like n 1/3 . This is instead like black hole's horizon, which scales like the total mass. An obvious difference instead is that the surface of the magnetic bag can fluctuate. Note also the bag, from the energetic point of view, is essentially a hole; there is no energy inside. If a probe monopole falls into a magnetic bag, it loses its identity. The monopole contribution to the entropy can only be in changing the shape of the bag surface. In the next section we add gravity and interpolate between the magnetic bag and the black hole.
We conclude the flat space-time section with a discussion about the metric in the moduli space of magnetic bags. The problem is not easy to solve explicitly for one reason. There are no obvious coordinates in which both the metric and the constraint are easily implementable. For example we can choose to parametrize the bag with the harmonic function ϕ at infinity. We then have an infinite dimensional space that parameterizes the bag surface one to one. The constraint on the size is simple, it is just that the coefficient of the 1/r term of the harmonic function is fixed to be −1 (we consider n = 1 now). But for the metric we have to solve the inverse problem, from the harmonic function to the surface ϕ = −v.
We can choose to parameterize with the harmonic function ϕ that implicitly defines the magnetic bag; S ϕ is defined as the equisurface where ϕ = −v. We have to perturb the bag, which is for us a perturbation of the harmonic function ϕ + δϕ(t), and insert this into the action. First we need the zero mode condition; it is just that δϕ = O(1/r 2 ), and does not have any 1/r term. Then the deformation of the surface of the bag S ϕ+δϕ which is obtained by the
where x is any point on the surface S ϕ . The metric of the moduli space is given by the norm of the zero mode; there are two terms to take into account. One is simply the norm of the Higgs field zero mode outside the surface, which is
If we consider the simplest case of a spherical bag in straight motion, the zero mode is a dipole term
where n is the direction of motion. The norm gives
This gives only one third of the required mass 4πv. The other two thirds comes from the electric field. A magnetic charge in motion, such as the magnetic bag, generates electric circuiting around the line of motion. The spherical bag in straight motion generates the electric field
which is maximal on the equator and zero on the poles, the opposite of the Higgs field zero mode. The kinetic term for the electric field gives the missing two thirds in the mass.
Gravitating Magnetic Bags
We want to study the magnetic bags for generic coupling α. For a spherically symmetric configuration, a generic metric can be recast in the form
A magnetic Reissner-Nordstrom black hole is always a solution of the equation of motion [7] . In that case
with the extremal values
where R h is the radius of the horizon. Although the magnetic black hole is always a viable solution, for small v is certainly lighter than a regular monopole, with no horizons. The existence of such solutions, for the single unit monopole, was first proved in [11] . Explicit numeric solutions were then found later [4, 5, 6] . When α reaches a maximal value α max , the monopole becomes a black hole. More recently multi-monopoles with axial symmetry have been studied [13] where in particular the authors have found that, for vanishing potential, multi-monopoles are gravitationally bound.
We shall focus here on the large n magnetic bag limit. The gravitational bag is a patched solution. The surface of the bag is a co-dimensional one object that separates two domains of space-time. Is empty space-time inside r < R, and is magnetic field plus Higgs field tail outside r > R. The inside of the bag is flat since is compact and there are no energy sources. The outside has two kind of sources for gravity, the Higgs field and the magnetic field. We then have to choose the proper way to patch the two space-times.
The action outside the bag can be written as
where the first term is the gravitational contribution and the second the matter contribution. The gravitational contribution differs from the Einstein-Hilbert by a total derivative term, as prescribed in [11] . The unknown functions are the three profiles A(r), B(r) and φ(r). The magnetic field is fixed and does not depend on the change in the metric. As long as the metric is expressed as (18) , the magnetic field is the same as in flat space. The matter equation is
The equations for the metric fields are
where the second is the extremization of the action with respect to B(r) and the first by the combination A[r]
. The equations have been arranged so that is evident that without the contribution from φ ′ (r)0 the solution is given by the magnetically charged black hole (19) .
In terms of the Einstein equations R µν = −kS µν , the first is given by the sum −rR rr − rR tt /(AB) and the second by the sum r 2 AR rr /2 + R θθ + r 2 R tt /(2B). The reduced energy momentum tensor is
where the first is the contribution from the scalar field and the second from the gauge field (see [20] ).
The equation for the scalar field can be integrated
The constant of integration a will be fixed later. Inside the bag r < R we have flat space with no magnetic field, φ = 0 and
The constant b is just a factor that can be obtained from Minkowsky space-time by rescaling the time coordinate t → t √ b. It is important to keep it free because we want to fix the metric (1, −1, −1, −1) at r → ∞ to be normalized to one. The factor b is a physical quantity that measures the redshift from the bag surface to the infinity. No such constant is possible for A(r). In fact A(R b ) = 1 is what defines the radius R b from the solution of the equations (30).
To find a solution we start at r → ∞ with the boundary
The 1/r terms are constrained to be equal m A = m B = m, but m remains a free parameter at this stage. All the other coefficients are then fixed by the differential equations as the function of m. We then have the equation (30) with boundary condition (28). The solution is then uniquely specified by the choice of a and m. An important property of the equations, and of the boundary conditions, is that the solutions for different n and same v are exactly the same, just rescaled r → nr. We can thus work with n = 1 for the rest. The boundary expansion also gives the scaling of the mass m → nm. This simple scaling property of the bag equation has an important, somehow counterintuitive, physical consequence. Gravitational bags still have mass vs. n constant; the binding energy is a finite-n effect. It could be that the moduli space of shapes still persist even after the introduction of gravity, but for that we have no proof yet.
We choose a value for a and m and then simply solve numerically the differential equation. The condition A(R b ) = 1 then determines the radius of the bag R where the monopole wall is located. The scalar field φ(r) can also be integrated. It starts from φ(R b ) = 0 and then saturates to a constant φ(∞) = v. In this approach the vev v appears at the end as function of a and m.
Still we miss one last condition. Of the two free parameters a and m, one should be fixed. It is the same to say that for a specific value of the boundary vev v everything should be fixed. In this approach we start instead from m and determine everything, v included. The condition that fixes a is the extremization of v or the fact that B(r) is patching with continuous derivative. We checked numerically that these two conditions are equivalent. This is in fact an example of the Israel junction conditions. The bag surface is a thin time-like hypersurface that separates a flat and empty space-time from one with magnetic field and scalar field excitation. The junction conditions says that the induce metric on the wall must be continuous h ij . In our case the thin wall has no tension and no dynamics localized on the wall. So the other condition is just the continuity of the extrinsic curvature K ij = −Γ r ij = ∂ r g ij /2. These conditions for our case give previous patching conditions, namely A(R b ) = 1 and B(R b ) ′ = 0. Having checked that the continuity of the derivative B(R) ′ = 0 is the right patching condition, we can use it as the starting point of the computation to get a considerable simplification from the previous method. The trick is to start not from r → ∞ but from the bag surface r = R b .
The convenience of this method is that it does not require any minimization. Any solution obtained with a starting point R ≥ R cr is a good one. We just have to retrieve the corresponding v(R) and m(R). We simply have to solve a second-order differential equation with regular boundary conditions at r = R.
B(r) A(r)
with boundary conditions A(R b ) = B(R b ) = 1. The coefficient a has been fixed to be 1 by the condition B ′ (R) = 0. Now B(∞) = b −1 . We now present the result obtained. All the plots are obtained setting n = 1 and in units G = 1. In 2, we have a sequence of profile functions for various values approaching the criticality. A rescaled sequence is given in 3. In Figure 4 is the plot of the specific mass versus the coupling α. In Figure 5 is the plot of the radius as a function of α. The main features are as follows. At α ≪ 1 is linear with coefficient 4π. Then the attraction of gravity makes the pendence lower. There is a critical value α cr = 4/ √ π where there is black hole formation and the specific mass saturates to the black hole value 2 π/G. The fact that the critical value is exactly 4/ √ π has been found numerically, and we do not have an analytic explanation for that. Note that the plot of the radius is indistinguishable from the function 1/α. This means that the flat space-time relation between R and v is not modified by gravitational correction at any order. We will later give an analytic proof for this using the functional approach. In Figure 6 is the plot of the redshift factor b versus the coupling α. This vanishes quadratically near the black hole limit.
The redshift computed at the horizon vanishes only linearly. In the limit α → 0 the metric is given by with M = 4πvn. This is consistent with the weak-field limit approximation, in which the deviation from flat-space metric is very small. The single monopole with gravity can be defined as a minimum of a certain energy functional [11] . The same is true for the magnetic bag. The steps to obtain this functional are exactly the same as the ones for the single 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole. First we integrate (23) to obtain
We the insert this into the action (21)
Note that also A(r) disappears, without having used the information about its equation of motion (24). This is a functional of both R and φ(r).
We want to use the functional approach to compare the masses of the single monopole with those of the magnetic bag. For the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole taking the ansatz
and the two functions
Then the functional is
The formula can be applied to the magnetic bag, with the only difference that now the kinetic and potential terms are given by
The functional to minimize to obtain the mass is then
where both the parameter R and the function φ(r) must be varied to find the minimum. The functional gives important information. One obvious observation, for both functionals, is that for α → ∞ they reduce to the usual energy functional. We know in that case that the two functionals have the same minimum, although reached with two different functions. For the 't Hooft-Polyakov it is the BPS solution
while for the magnetic bag, it is R = 1 and φ(r) = 1 − 1/r. Another straightforward observation is that α decreases the minimum. For example taking the functions that minimize the functional for a certain α 1 , and inserting them in the functional for α 2 , is already enough to lower the minimum. The mass vs. α plot must then be a convex function negative second derivative. Making a direct comparison between the two functionals is less obvious because there are various competing effects. We do not expect marginal stability at finite n, but we expect the bound
with equality satisfied only in the limit α → 0. This expectation comes from the fact that forces between two elementary monopoles are, in total, attractive at a large distance. From the energy functional, we can prove that this is the case for small α. Finding the first gravitational correction to the mass can be done with the only use of the α = 0 solution and then inserting it directly into the first term of the exponential expansion [11] . This gives
Where 1.844.. is a numerical evaluation of the integral so obtained. The back-reaction of the profile function is of order α 2 , but this would give a correction of order α 4 to the monopole mass. The very same technique can be used for the magnetic bag. Now the integral is simpler and can be computed exactly. The result is
We thus directly prove that at first order M is strictly smaller that M 1 . Although we expect this to be true for every value of α, we do not have a rigorous proof for the bound (40). We can for example compare the critical value in the literature for the single monopole, and the one obtained previously for the large-n monopole. According to [5] Figure 7 , where the single monopole mass is always above the curve M(α) and reaches the black hole phase before the magnetic bag. The last information we can extract from the functional is a proof of nonrenormalization of the relation between the radius of the bag and v ( Figure 5 ). The functional (38) can be rewritten to the rescaled coordinate x = r/R. In this way R disappears from the boundary of the integral, which is now fixed to be 1 and ∞..
(43) The two functionals are equivalent; still we need to make a variation with respect to R and φ(x). The non-trivial thing is in the term inside the exponential does not contain R. This because the combination dssφ ′ (s) 2 is scaling invariant. This term is the one that controls the dependence of the solution from the gravitational constant. Changing G, but keeping fixed v, will thus alter only the profile of φ(r) but not the radius R.
The most interesting situation is when the geometry is close to be a black hole, but is not yet so. There is an "almost" horizon at R h = 2 √ π, which corresponds to a long neck in the space geometry. A slice of the spatial geometry is like in Figure  8 . The long neck is not infinite since it is capped off by the magnetic bag located at R b = 4/ √ π. We can make an expansion, around the critical value, of the various physical parameters. following
Where we choose the parameter ǫ as the deviation from the critical radius. So the first line is a conventional choice, the second we already know to all orders since R = 1/v, and the following are results for the mass the redshift:
As for α cr , we again find exact numbers for the coefficients of the first terms in the expansion. These findings are also numeric.
In the window α 1 max < α < √ π/4, where the single 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole is already a black hole but the magnetic bag is not, the discrepancy δ = M −2 √ π−M = 4π 3/2 ǫ 2 is the binding energy, that is the energy required for a magnetic bag to enucleate a single monopole
The binding energy vanishes as ǫ → 0; this is because also the magnetic bag becomes a extremal RN black hole. But this binding energy is computed from the point of view of an external observer, the flat space-time at r → ∞. It is instead interesting to compute what this binding energy is from the point of view of an observer in the flat space-time around the bag surface. We have to blue-shift multiplying by 1/B(R b ). The result is given in plot 9; the binding energy does not vanish in this frame but goes to √ π. This has an important consequence. Since there is binding energy, there are many exited states above the vacuum. All these existed states, from the point of view of an observer at infinity, are instead seen as degenerate (they are red-shifted by a factor 1/B(R)). We thus have entropy in the monopole sector.
The argument for the existence of entropy is simple, although qualitative. We can put the system in a thermal bath at temperature T . As long as the temperature is smaller than the binding energy, the single monopoles do not escape from the bag. Not we go to the critical limit v → v cr . The temperature, as measured from asymptotic infinity must vanish because it is bounded by the binding energy. From the point of view of the bag though it does not. We thus conclude that some entropy, the degeneracy of states, must remain in the monopole sector when we reach the critical value of v. These states are seen from the asymptotic observer as degenerate. We know that the black hole has entropy; we just have proved that part of it is in the multi-monopole moduli space. For example a single monopole can create a black hole, and with g → 0 even in semiclassical gravity, but the entropy is certainly not in the monopole moduli space, which is null [8] . How to compute this monopole entropy, in order to compare it with the black hole entropy, remains an open problem.
Conclusion
The main result presented in this paper is the solution for the magnetic bag coupled to gravity. Equations for the gravitating bag are easier than the single 't HooftPolyakov ones. There are three profile functions A(r), B(r), φ(r). With the trick of starting from the bag surface to solve the differential equations, we do not have any problem of mathing with boundary conditions at infinity. Every solution we get is a good one; we just have to recover the value of v and m as function of R. No shooting of boundary conditions is required.
Still a number of hints indicate that more analytical progress could be done. A curious fact emerges when we analyzed in detail the near black hole limit. The critical value of v appears to be an exact number, namely √ π/4. This can be checked empirically with great precision. In addition the expansion of the other parameters near the black hole limit seems to be determined by exact numbers. These may be signals of integrability of the differential equations, at least in the critical limit. So far we did not find an analytic proof for the previous findings. Another surprising aspect is that the relation R b = n/(gv) between the radius of the bag and the vev seems to be not renormalized by gravitational corrections (Fig. 5) . This was proved analytically using the functional technique.Another important property of the gravitational bags is that n scales out of the equations, and thus the mass per unit of flux is a constant. This seems to indicate the persistence of the moduli space in the large n limit, but we do not have any progress so far for bags with generic shapes coupled to gravity. A final surprise involves the binding energy near the black hole threshold. We recall that the system in not supersymmetric, and in particular we expect binding energy between multi-monopoles when α > 0. The simplest way to understand this is that since at α = 0 there is exact cancellation between attractive and repulsive forces, the ones due to the Higgs and the electro-magnetic field respectively; the presence of gravity with α > 0 will certainly induce an overall attractive force. When α reaches the critical value, we instead expect to return to an exact balance, but this time because gravity cancels the electro-magnetic repulsion and the scalar field effect disappears. In the window α 1 max < α < α cr , where a single monopole is already black hole but the multi-monopole not yet, we can compute the binding energy per unit of flux simply as the deviation of the mass from the critical black hole mass. This vanishes quadratically as α approaches α cr . This mass is the total energy computed from asymptotic infinity. If instead we want the binding energy from the point of view of an observer on the bag surface, we have to rescale by the parameter B(R b ). This gives a finite amount of binding energy in the v → v cr limit.
Many problems are still open. The low energy dynamics of magnetic bags has been discussed, as the geometry of an infinite dimensional moduli space. But still the mathematical problem lacks a formal definition and an explicit solution. Another related issue is to prove (or disprove) the persistence of moduli space of bags for generic α. Finally it would be good to explain the nice exact relation which we observed only empirically.
